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New released products

XA5
 
The new XA5 HMI has been released.
XA5 is a rugged HMI designed for outdoor applications where robust, flexible and performing
instrumentation is needed.
Its compact design features IP66/IP67 protection all around and it is suitable for arm-mounted or flush
installations.
The projected capacitive touchscreen and the brilliant 5” display with optical bonding guarantee excellent
optical performance and sunlight readability.
Extended operating temperature range -30°C to +70°C is essential for reliable outdoor operation in the
most severe environmental conditions.
Advanced power management and software optimization allow fast boot times and control of
standby/wake up conditions in accordance with user settings. Low-power consumption in standby mode
is a key feature in battery-operated applications.
The robust environmental ratings and the extensive range of interfaces make this products an optimal
choice for harsh environments such as outdoor and marine.
Remind that XA5 requires feature-rich JMobile 4.5 for programming!
 
Why XA5 is different?
XA5 is an outstanding HMI product for applications in severe environmental conditions. Its reach
dotation in interfaces (also wireless!) and sensors are great for the integration capability of the device.
If we compare XA5 with two great products from Exor such as eX705 and JSmart705, already
successfully in use for this kind of applications, we easily notice a great deal of unique selling points!
 
The future availability of dedicated plug-in option modules for XA5, will make it even more attractive for
applications in harsh environments.

eX715MG WEB
 
eX715MG WEB combine high-performance sunlight-readable display with state-of-the-art connectivity
features, high-power CPU and top browsing performance in a great design. It is designed to be used in
harsh environments where the safety of operators is at risk.
It is the ideal choice for all demanding IIoT edge applications in extreme environments such as marine
and process industries where powerful and performing HTML5 web browser is needed.
The glass projected capacitive touchscreen and the brilliant 15 inch widescreen display with a resolution
of 1920x1080 are bonded to guarantee the highest optical performance and resistance in such
environments.
This product includes a Chromium based HTML5 browser with easy to use browser setting facilities.
Supports Corvina Cloud secure connectivity.
 
eX715MG WEB comes with features that make it a great choice for use in challenging environments.
The product is the ideal replacement for eTOP515G.
Please see in table how the products compare.
Note that eX715MG WEB is the first 15.6” HMI product from Exor with full HD resolution.
eX715MG designed for JMobile programming will come soon.

JSmart700M WEB 

JSmart700M WEB are the ideal products for field installation in critical areas. High-resolution displays
with multitouch PCAP touchscreen with a robust glass front are a benefit shared with the successful
JSmart series. 
They are the ideal choice for all demanding IoT edge applications in factory, marine and building
automation where powerful and performing HTML5 web browser is needed. 
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) for maximum simplicity of connection using standard CAT5 wiring. 
The availability of a Wi-Fi interface enhances the device integration, while the NFC broadens the device
applications. 
Full IP protection with the use of dedicated connectors for the maximum flexibility of installation, from
mounting arm to a simple M22 hole. 
The JSmart700M Web products include a Chromium based HTML5 browser supporting kiosk mode
operation.
 
Products available are: JSmart707M WEB, JSmart710M WEB, JSmart715M WEB, JSmart721M WEB.
 
JSmart700M WEB and eX700M WEB series designed for JMobile programming are under preparation
and will come soon.

Hardware Revision of eX700 Product Family 

Supply constraints have prompted Exor, similarly to most manufacturers in industrial automation, to
concentrate on ensuring the availability of most sold products by redesigning these models with
electronic components that are more readily available. 
This activity, started months ago with the validation of homologous components, is now making a further
important step for the eX700 family: an hardware revision of the main board comes with an improvement
that will allow to get full advantage of all of the features available in the PLCM10 wireless communication
module. 
The plug-in expansion port has been extended to include a fast USB link that adds to the existing serial,
CAN and SPI links. The new link brings enhanced communication speed and, thanks to the multitasking
capabilities, opens the possibility to connect to features, such as Wi-Fi interface and GNSS receiver, that,
although present in PLCM10, where not available before. 
Naturally, the revised hardware is fully compatible with its predecessor and all approvals of the products
are confirmed. 
With this change all eX700 product codes are now capable of using all features in PLCM10.  

How to Recognize Revised Products? 

The new hardware version can be easily recognized looking at the version string printed on the product
labels. 
Let’s take eX715 as an example.

Current products eX715 have a version tagged as  
120910A22120000

These products have been supplied with BSP version 1.0.741, recently released.
 
New eX715 products have the version
123510A25121000

where 35 stands for the new hardware revision and 25 indicates the BSP version 1.0.756 
Note that the new BSP version only contains changes necessary to make the new hardware work. 

This hardware revision has been introduced gradually. 
After today’s step, changes are available for: 
eX707FB, eX712, eX715, eX715FB, eX721, eXware707Q,
 
As a reminder, product updated in previous steps have been: 
eX707, eX710, eXware707
 

EXOR International Quality Certificates 

We have published the most recent revision of Exor International quality certificates. Exor long term
commitment to quality, for company operation, attention to the environment and safety of the products is
clearly shown. 
You may easily find these certificates in the document library of the Exor web site. 

Quality System, ISO 9001:2015 

Environmental Management System, ISO 14001:2015 

Quality Assessment Report (QAR) 
This last certificate is relevant to our capability co manufacture products with IECex certification.
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